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LibrariesVeterinary Anatomy of Domestic Mammals

Anatomy of Domestic Animals
Includes, beginning Sept. 15, 1954 (and on the 15th of each month, Sept.-May) a
special section: School library journal, ISSN 0000-0035, (called Junior libraries,
1954-May 1961). Also issued separately.

American Reference Books Annual
This is the definitive reference for the small animal practitioner to normal
radiographic anatomy of the cat and dog. With over forty years of experience
between them, the authors have produced an invaluable reference atlas for the
veterinary practitioner. The book is suitable for the general and referral based
practitioner, undergraduate or postgraduate veterinary surgeon. Over 550
radiographic images analysed and explained More than 50 new figures added, with
the quality of existing images enhanced Revised contents and page headers for
easy-reference Clear informative line drawings to trace radiographic shadows and
schematic drawings of underlying structures not seen in plain radiographs.

Clinical Anatomy and Physiology for Veterinary Technicians
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Covers various aspects of zoology in four volumes, including the behavior, class,
evolution, and physiology of both wild and domestic animals.

Senior High School Library Catalog
When you’re looking for a comprehensive and reliable text on large animal
reproduction, look no further! the seventh edition of this classic text is geared for
the undergraduate student in Agricultural Sciences and Veterinary Medicine. In
response to reader feedback, Dr. Hafez has streamlined and edited the entire text
to remove all repetitious and nonessential material. That means you'll learn more
in fewer pages. Plus the seventh editing is filled with features that help you grasp
the concepts of reproduction in farm animals so you'll perform better on exams
and in practice: condensed and simplified tables, so they're easier to consult an
easy-to-scan glossary at the end of the book an expanded appendix, which
includes graphic illustrations of assisted reproduction technology Plus, you'll find
valuable NEW COVERAGE on all these topics: Equine Reproduction: expanded
information reflecting today's knowledge Llamas (NEW CHAPTER)
Micromanipulation of Gametes and In Vitro Fertilization (NEW CHAPTER!) Reach for
the text that's revised with the undergraduate in mind: the seventh edition of
Hafez's Reproduction in Farm Animals.
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300 Questions and Answers in Anatomy and Physiology for
Veterinary Nurses
Former Disney animator offers expert advice on drawing animals both realistically
and as caricatures. Use of line, brush technique, establishing mood, conveying
action, much more. Construction drawings reveal development process in creating
animal figures. Many chapters on drawing individual animal forms — dogs, cats,
horses, deer, cows, foxes, kangaroos. 53 halftones, 706 line illustrations.

Art Anatomy of Animals
Enlarged edition of a classic reference features clear directions for drawing horses,
dogs, cats, lions, cattle, deer, and other creatures. Covers muscles, skeleton, and
full external views. 288 illustrations.

Animal Skeletons and Anatomy
This atlas presents the basic concepts and principles of functional animal anatomy
and histology thereby furthering our understanding of evolutionary concepts and
adaptation to the environment. It provides a step-by-step dissection guide with
numerous colour photographs of the animals featured. It also presents images of
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the major organs along with histological sections of those organs. A wide range of
interactive tutorials gives readers the opportunity to evaluate their understanding
of the basic anatomy and histology of the organs of the animals presented.

Color Atlas of Veterinary Anatomy, Volume 2, The Horse - EBOOK
Start your veterinary technician education off on the right foot with Clinical
Anatomy and Physiology for Veterinary Technicians, 3rd Edition. Combining expert
clinical coverage with engaging writing and vivid illustrations, this popular text is
the key to helping you understand the anatomic and physiologic principles that will
carry you throughout your career. In addition to its comprehensive coverage of the
diverse ways in which animal bodies function at both the systemic and cellular
levels, the new third edition features a variety of helpful application boxes,
vocabulary lists, and Test Yourself questions in every chapter to ensure you have a
firm grasp of anatomic structure and its relevance to clinical practice. High quality,
full color illustrations highlight the details of anatomic structure to enhance
understanding of anatomy functions. Chapter outlines summarize the contents of
each chapter at the major concept level. Clinical Application boxes throughout the
text demonstrate the clinical relevance of anatomic and physiologic principles. Test
Yourself questions recap important information that appeared in the preceding
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section. Comprehensive glossary at the end of the text provides concise definitions
and phonetic pronunciations of terms. NEW! Vocabulary Fundamentals list of terms
at the beginning of each chapter introduce readers to new scientific terms and
their pronunciations.

Animal Models and Human Reproduction
Functional Anatomy and Physiology of Domestic Animals, Fourth Edition provides a
thorough grounding in the structure and function of animal body systems. Taking
an integrated approach to the basics of anatomy and physiology, the book helps
readers understand their interconnection in common domestic species. With
chapters logically arranged by system, Functional Anatomy and Physiology of
Domestic Animals offers students in pre-veterinary or veterinary technology
programs an excellent introduction to body systems and acts as a quick review of
the basics for more advanced courses or in the clinical setting.

Anatomy and Physiology of Domestic Animals
The power of the image of the nude--the expressivity of the flesh--has inspired
artists from the beginning. An understanding of human form is essential for artists
to be able to express themselves with the figure. Anatomy makes the figure.
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Human Anatomy for Artists: The Elements of Form is the definitive analytical work
on the anatomy of the human figure. No longer will working artists have to search
high and low to find the information they need. In this, the most up-to-date and
fully illustrated guide available, Eliot Goldfinger--sculptor, illustrator, scientific
model-maker, and lecturer on anatomy--presents a single, all-inclusive reference to
human form, capturing everything artists need in one convenient volume. Five
years in the making, and featuring hundreds of photos and illustrations, this guide
offers more views of each bone and muscle than any other book ever published:
every structure that creates or influences surface form is individually illustrated in
clear, carefully lit photographs and meticulous drawings. Informed by the detailed
study of both live models and cadavers, it includes numerous unique presentations
of surface structures--such as fat pads, veins, and genitalia--and of some muscles
never before photographed. In addition, numerous cross sections, made with
reference to CT scans, magnetic resonance imaging, and cut cadavers, trace the
forms of all body regions and individual muscles. Information on each structure is
placed on facing pages for ease of reference, and the attractive two-color format
uses red ink to direct readers rapidly to important points and areas. Finally, an
invaluable chapter on the artistic development of basic forms shows in a series of
sculptures the evolution of the figure, head, and hands from basic axes and
volumes to more complex organic shapes. This feature helps place the details of
anatomy within the overall context of the figure. Certain to become the standard
reference in the field, Human Anatomy for Artists will be indispensable to artists
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and art students, as well as art historians. It will also be a useful aid for physical
and dance therapists, athletes and their trainers, bodybuilders, and anyone
concerned with the external form of the human body. With the renewed interest in
figurative art today, this will be an especially welcome volume.

Stripped Bare
Contains material that should prove helpful to sci-tech librarians in furthering their
understanding and appreciation of science as a broadly-based and creative
experience - and how to use these titles to share this understanding with students
and other readers.

Atlas of Animal Anatomy and Histology
Sophie Corrigan evokes everyone's inner zoologist in this charmingly illustrated
and wittily worded menagerie. Each critter featured in this fun book is tagged with
totally fictitious yet comically accurate anatomical labels, from a tree frog's "clingy
jazz hands" and a raccoon's "sneaky bandito mask" to a velociraptor's "disembowly
prowlies" and many more. Rife with animal puns, eye-catching bonus art,
interesting animal facts, and laugh-out-loud labels that beg to be shared, Animal
Anatomy will bring smiles to animal lovers of all ages.
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Animal Anatomy for Artists
A master of animal portraiture presents an extensive course in creating lifelike
drawings of wild and domestic creatures. Subjects include animal musculature,
bone structure, psychology, movements, habits, and habitats. 123 illustrations.

Animal Anatomy
From an engineer’s perspective, how do specialized adaptations among living
things really work? Writing with wit and a richly informed sense of wonder, Denny
and Alan offer an expert look at animals—including humans—as works of
evolutionary engineering, each exquisitely adapted to a specific manner of
survival.

Dyce, Sack, and Wensing's Textbook of Veterinary Anatomy
Understanding companion animal anatomy and physiology is the foundation to
providing good veterinary care, but the underlying concepts covered in the
classroom are not always easy to relate to everyday clinical practice.
INTRODUCTION TO VETERINARY ANATOMY AND PHYSIOLOGY REVISION AIDS
provide a fun and effective means to test the student's knowledge. The new edition
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of Introduction to Veterinary Anatomy and Physiology Workbook reinforces the
fundamental concepts of anatomy and physiology using crosswords, word
searches, mnemonics, quizzes, labelling diagrams, and more. Introduction to
Veterinary Anatomy and Physiology Flashcards provide a mobile and accessible
way to learn and revise, whether individually or in groups. A unique way to revise a
complex subject Interactive quizzes and practical tasks facilitate group study All
major companion animal species covered, including birds, mammals, reptiles, fish,
and horses Workbook 2nd edition, approx. 196 pages, including approx. 120
illustrations 240 Flashcards, including approx. 150 illustrations

Introduction to Animal and Veterinary Anatomy and
Physiology, 4th Edition
Human Anatomy for Artists : The Elements of Form
A detailed guide perfect for all skill levels takes artists step-by-step through the
process of depicting realistic animals, from drawings of skeletons and how they
move at the joint, to comparisons of shapes and proportions and photographs of
live animals.
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The Art of Animal Drawing
Animal Painting and Anatomy
This is a Pageburst digital textbook; Examine the diverse ways animal bodies
function at both the systemic and cellular levels with this vital resource. It brings
you clear coverage essential to understanding the clinical relevance of anatomical
and physiological principles. Fully updated and written by respected veterinary
technician educators, this popular textbook is the practical, comprehensive
foundation for your success in veterinary technology. Clinical application boxes
help you sharpen your skills and apply principles to practice. Test Yourself boxes
throughout chapters emphasize important study points. An extensive glossary
provides quick reference to hundreds of important terms and definitions. Over 300
new illustrations help you identify structures with rich, realistic clarity. A NEW full
color format visually enhances your understanding of anatomic and physiologic
concepts. Four NEW chapters give you the latest insight on the chemical basis of
life, nutrition and metabolism, pregnancy, development, and lactation, and reptile
and amphibian anatomy and physiology. A revised chapter on the cardiovascular
system helps you most effectively comprehend the complex functions of the heart
and blood vessels.
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World Databases in Geography and Geology
The Color Atlas of Veterinary Anatomy volume 2 presents a unique photographic
record of dissections showing the topographical anatomy of the horse. With this
book you will be able to see the position and relationships of the bones, muscles,
nerves, blood vessels and viscera that go to make up each region of the body and
each organ system. Each book in this 3 volume series is packed with full-color
photographs and drawings of dissections prepared specifically for these texts. Key
features Accessibly and systematically structured with each chapter devoted to a
specific body region Important features of regional and topographical anatomy
presented using full color photos of detailed dissections Dissections presented in
the standing position Detailed color line drawings clarify the relationships of
relevant structures Presents anatomy in a clinical context This new edition second
edition offers important new features, including: Accompanying website presents
over 100 interactive quizzes and self-assessment questions Many more
radiographs throughout Additional CT and MRI images Clinical notes highlight areas
of particular clinical significance

Magill's Encyclopedia of Science : Animal Life: Aardvarksendoskeletons
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1970- issued in 2 vols.: v. 1, General reference, social sciences, history, economics,
business; v. 2, Fine arts, humanities, science and engineering.

Introduction to Veterinary Anatomy and Physiology Revision
Aid
Diagrams depict the anatomy of various animals, from the lower groups such as
the sponge and flatworm to birds and mammals.

Anatomy and Physiology of Farm Animals
Extraordinary accuracy and beautiful original artwork are just two features readers
will find in this new resource, providing a basic foundation in domestic large animal
anatomy. Its unique organization includes the anatomy of all organ systems in the
various species, described in a consistent manner. The book presents relevant
anatomy of the following species: * Horse (with contributors by Dr. Gayle Trotter) *
Ox (with contributions by Dr. Fran Garry) * Sheep and goat (with contributions by
Dr. Joan Bowen) * Llama and alpaca (with contributions by Dr. LaRue Johnson) *
Swine (with contributions by Dr. LaRue Johnson) * and chicken (with contributions
by Dr. John Avens). Features that enhance understanding: * Carefully selected
labeling helps students learn and remember structures and relationships. * Male
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and female of a given species are depicted on facing pages so that topographic
anatomy is easy to compare. * Structures common to various animals are labeled
several times, whereas unique structrur5es are labeled only on one or two species
so students can make rapid distinctions of the structures peculiar to certain
animals. * An introduction provides readers with a background in nomenclature
and anatomic orientation so they can benefit from the atlas even if they lack
training in anatomy. The Atlas depicts topographic relationships of major organs in
a simple, yet technically accurate presentation that's free of extraneous detail so
that those using the atlas can concentrate on the essential aspects of anatomy.

Animal Anatomy on File
Index to American Reference Books Annual
Clinical Anatomy and Physiology for Veterinary Technicians - EBook
An Atlas of Animal Anatomy for Artists
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Our knowledge of reproductive biology has increased enormously in recent years
on cellular, molecular, and genetic levels, leading to significant breakthroughs that
have directly benefitted in vitro fertilization (IVF) and other assisted reproductive
technologies (ART) in humans and animal systems. Animal Models and Human
Reproduction presents a comprehensive reference that reflects the latest scientific
research being done in human reproductive biology utilizing domestic animal
models. Chapters on canine, equine, cow, pig, frog, and mouse models of
reproduction reflect frontier research in placental biology, ovarian function and
fertility, non-coding RNAs in gametogenesis, oocyte and embryo metabolism,
fertilization, cryopreservation, signal transduction pathways, chromatin dynamics,
epigenetics, reproductive aging, and inflammation. Chapters on non-human
primate models also highlight recent advancements into such issues as human in
vitro fertilization (IVF) and assisted reproductive technologies (ART). This book
offers animal scientists, reproductive biology scientists, clinicians and practitioners,
invaluable insights into a wide range of issues at the forefront of human
reproductive health.

An Atlas of Interpretative Radiographic Anatomy of the Dog
and Cat
A sound knowledge of anatomy and physiology is an essential basis for the
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effective clinical treatment of companion animals and farm animals alike. The
fourth edition of this bestselling book continues to provide a comprehensive
description of the anatomy and physiology of dogs and cats. The book builds on
these foundations with detailed descriptions of exotic small species including birds,
and domestic farm animals, including cows, sheep and pigs, as well as the horse.

CD-ROMs in Print
Useful information on important anatomical features, directions on how to handle
subjects, and how to express their forms and postures. 224 illustrations.

Reproduction in Farm Animals
DIVA definitive artist's-eye view of the exterior anatomy of domesticated and wild
animals — from dogs, cats, and horses to grizzlies, camels, and an Indian elephant.
100 illustrations on 49 plates. /div

Library Journal
* The titles in this series provide the student with a collection of new questions and
answers in individual subject areas so that the student can concentrate on specific
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areas of weakness * This new Series of Multiple Choice Questions provides the
veterinary nurse student with additional opportunities for both self-assessment and
examination practice. * The selected subject areas have been grouped according
to the requirements of S/NVQ levels 2 and 3 veterinary nursing examinations,
enabling the student to purchase only those books relevant to their year of study.
Compiled by a leading training centre, these questions are representative of the
type of question likely to appear in the examination paper. By using these revision
guides you will not only increase your understanding of the subject but also
increase your chances of achieving success in the examination.

Animal Drawing
The standard atlas and textbook combination for students and practitioners alike!
Veterinary medicine is subject to constant change: The focus in veterinary schools
is shifting more and more to real-life situations. In addition to basic anatomical
knowledge and standard techniques, veterinary practitioners and surgeons need to
keep abreast by obtaining specialized knowledge, including new imaging
techniques. This updated and expanded 6th edition of »Veterinary Anatomy of
Domestic Mammals« will get you ready for both veterinary exams and clinical
practice and will keep you at the cutting edge. Excellent didactic graphs and clear
structure make both studying and referencing fun! Numerous new, brilliant figures,
especially on imaging techniques, bring anatomy to life and help you get a
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comprehensible grasp of clinical examination techniques. - Unique text-atlas
combination: anatomical basics and clinical specials in catchy combination with
outstanding photographs and detailed graphics - Approx. 1,100 figures:
macroanatomical and histologic preparations, sliced plastinations, modern imaging
techniques and additional coloured schemas - New in the 6th edition: Additional
chapter: »Sectional anatomy and imaging processes« with an introduction to
plastination, CT, MRT, ultrasound and endoscopy, with a total of 51 new figures
Added clinical examination techniques: rectal examination, equine endoscopy,
palpation of bony structures

American Book Publishing Record
Spurgeon's Color Atlas of Large Animal Anatomy
This title features hundreds of exquisitely crafted 17th and 18th-century etchings
and engravings of animal skeletons and anatomical diagrams. Each book comes
with a unique download link providing access to high-resolution files of all images
featured. This is an essential creative resource for artists and designers.

Artistic Anatomy of Animals
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A lavishly illustrated compendium of the art and history of animal anatomy from
antiquity to today For more than two thousand years, comparative anatomy—the
study of anatomical variation among different animal species—has been used to
make arguments in natural philosophy, reinforce religious dogma, and remind us of
our own mortality. This stunningly illustrated compendium traces the intertwined
intellectual and artistic histories of comparative anatomy from antiquity to today.
Stripped Bare brings together some of the most arresting images ever produced,
from the earliest studies of animal form to the technicolor art of computergenerated anatomies. David Bainbridge draws on representative illustrations from
different eras to discuss the philosophical, scientific, and artistic milieus from which
they emerged. He vividly describes the unique aesthetics of each phase of
anatomical endeavor, providing new insights into the exquisite anatomical
drawings of Leonardo and Albrecht Dürer in the era before printing, Jean Héroard’s
cutting and cataloging of the horse during the age of Louis XIII, the exotic pictorial
menageries of the Comte de Buffon in the eighteenth century, anatomical
illustrations from Charles Darwin’s voyages, the lavish symmetries of Ernst
Haeckel’s prints, and much, much more. Featuring a wealth of breathtaking color
illustrations throughout, Stripped Bare is a panoramic tour of the intricacies of
vertebrate life as well as an expansive history of the peculiar and beautiful ways
humans have attempted to study and understand the natural world.

A Textbook of Veterinary Anatomy
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Engineering Animals
Each vol. is divided into 2 parts 1st-7th ed.: Dictionary catalog and Classified
catalog; 8th-9th ed. have 3rd. part: Directory of publishers.

Functional Anatomy and Physiology of Domestic Animals
Biographies of Scientists for Sci-tech Libraries
Veterinary Anatomy of Domestic Mammals
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